Controlled transgene dosage and PAC-mediated transgenesis in mice using a chromosomal vector.
Previously, we designed a chromosomal vector (CV) and reported germline transmission of the vector by mice and regulated expression of the human tissue factor (F3) gene present on the CV. Further characterization and development of the CV are presented here. Mice could be bred with one to four copies of the CV per cell, and it is shown that F3 expression is proportional to the CV copy number. The insertion of large sequences into the CV was investigated by the insertion of a PAC, carrying 62.5 kb of human genomic DNA containing the CSN2 and STATH genes, into the CV by means of Cre/loxP recombination (CV(PAC)). Retrofitting the PAC with a cytomegalovirus (CMV)-5'HPRT/loxP cassette in Escherichia coli allowed efficient selection of CVs with PAC insert. Mitotic loss rates of the CV(PAC) were similar to the original CV. Furthermore, germline transmission efficiency and mitotic stability of the CV(PAC) in mice were not compromised. The human CSN2 and STATH genes were not expressed in the transchromosomal mice. In contrast, F3, already present on the CV, was expressed in CV(PAC)(+) F(1) mice similar to in CV(+) mice, suggesting that the insertion of large sequences does not interfere with transcription of genes present on the CV.